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1 Introduction

Today’s technological and scientific innovations rely heavily on teamwork, even in tradi-

tionally individualistic fields. According to mathematician Terence Tao, “Nowadays, most

problems in mathematics are interdisciplinary. You need expertise from many different

fields of mathematics or subfields outside mathematics. More and more, you need to col-

laborate.”1 While teamwork is at the center of modern innovation, there is no quantitative

framework for understanding the sources and macroeconomic implications of the rise of

teams. This gap motivates the following research questions: what are the sources behind

the rise of teams in science and technology? Is it because ideas getting harder to find, which

has negative implications for growth? Or are teams becoming more common because of

falling communication costs, which has positive implications for growth? What new in-

sights emerge from the modern team economy that inform policies such as taxation and

migration?

This paper builds a framework that links the matching of teams with differentiated ex-

pertise to the overall direction and amount of innovation. I provide a quantitative model

to understand i) the implications for growth of matching in different teams, ii) the sources

behind the rise of teams in innovation, and iii) the policy implications of a team-led innova-

tion economy, with a focus on immigration and taxation. I find that the majority of the rise

of teams is due to the rising relative value of teams vs. working alone, which explains 68%

of the rise in teams from the 1980s to the 1990s, and appears to be behind the continued

rise. This result is consistent with the literature on ideas getting harder to find (Bloom et al.,

2020), and the rise in the combinations of expertise required to produce new ideas (Jones,

2021; Akcigit et al., 2022).

The rising and persistent relevance of teams puts a premium on understanding innova-

tion policies through a team lens. I focus on two policy exercises in this paper. First, I

study the effects of taxation on teams through the sorting to teams channel. I find that a

10% tax on innovation profits could decrease aggregate innovation by as much as 7% by

1Author’s emphasis, Tao (2017).
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diminishing the incentives to sort into the best teams. Second, I use the team innovation

economy to study migration patterns. I use new data from the fall of the Soviet Union as

a historical case study. I find that Russian migration contributed about 50% more to ag-

gregate innovation than would have been predicted in a model without self-selection and

teams.

Innovation is the central determinant of long-run economic growth, and human capital

is the central determinant of innovation. Thus, as teams become more important for innova-

tion, they become more essential for generating and sustaining long-run growth. However,

competing beliefs about the determinants of this rise suggest different interpretations and

optimal policies. There is significant empirical evidence of both falling communication

costs and ideas becoming harder to find. I frame this debate through some new facts in

patent data from the US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO). I present three facts, in

addition to the general rise in teams, that suggest the need for a unified framework.

Fact 1. The impact of teams with differentiated expertise is rising over time.

Fact 2. Team collaborations are becoming more geographically dispersed over time.

Fact 3. Immigrant inventors shape the technological composition of the economy (e.g., a

large share of immigrant inventors push the frontier in computer technology).

Figure 1 presents Fact 1 and Fact 2. I plot the relative patent impact of teams above and

below the annual average breadth of domain expertise (blue solid line and left axis), condi-

tional on all inventors being in the same location.2 Here, it signifies the number of unique

patent classes in which an inventor has experience. For example, if the average team has

2.2 unique technologies of cumulative experience in a given technology class, then teams

with 3 or more unique technologies of experience will be considered in the higher breadth

group. The blue line increasing over time indicates that teams with a broader scope of

expertise are becoming relatively more productive. Furthermore, the distributed team rate

2I define a measure of breadth in Section 3 that informs the expertise of types.
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Figure 1: Rising Returns to Teams and Falling Communication Costs
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(or rate of geographically separated teams, red dotted line and right axis) is also increas-

ing, as the share of teams with inventors in two distinct locations is rising, corresponding

to the right y-axis in Figure 1. Fact 3 applies ethnicity data to study the contribution of

“likely” Russian migrants, discussed in Section 5, to find that immigrants are self-selected

into certain technologies.

These three facts serve as a launching point for two threads of analysis. Fact 1 and Fact

2 point to two separate candidates for the sources of the rise in teams, whereas Fact 3 is

important to understand the implications for immigration and innovation policies. Fact 1

and Fact 2 motivate a model where teams form based on the relative output of the team

and the cost of forming the team. Team collaborations may rise due to either force (Fact

1 or Fact 2), and my calibrated model delivers the share of the rise of teams that can be

explained by each force. In Section 5, I focus on how immigrant inventors selectively

migrate depending on their role in American innovation. The paper proceeds in 4 steps to

address and quantify the sources at play.

First, I build a matching-in-teams model that links the benefits and costs of a specific

team to how often that team forms. The model allows for a quantitative decomposition of
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the roles of the three forces in determining the changing pattern of teams: i) the relative

benefits of teams against working alone, e.g. the relative output of the idea or idea produc-

tion function, ii) communication costs, and iii) supply or inventor composition. The model

follows classic marriage models (e.g., Becker, 1973, adapted for quantitative work by Choo

and Siow, 2006), and builds on this work by allowing for matching across teams of multiple

sizes of any type (i.e., not restricted to two-sided markets). The model is non-parametric

and thus is flexible to various matching patterns observed in the data.

Second, I use USPTO patent data to build measures of individual domain expertise that

are based on the distribution of an individual’s idea production across patent classes. This

domain expertise measure allows me to analyze the interaction of individual expertise and

team formation over time. The measures admit a parsimonious connection between the

model ingredients of expertise types with differentiated skills and the data ingredients of

differentiated experience of individuals across technologies.

Third, I connect the model to the empirical study of domain expertise to uncover pat-

terns in team production. I quantify the contribution of the three forces by embedding the

estimated production function and communication costs into the matching model. I com-

pare the 1980s to the 1990s when evaluating the rise in team size, though this is part of

a larger trend.3 I find that changes in the benefits to teams or the idea production func-

tion explain the largest share of the increase in team size (68%). Falling communication

costs, treated as a residual, also explain a significant portion of the rise in teams (41%).

Another potential source of the rise of teams is the composition of inventors, e.g. supply.

If chemists work in large teams and chemistry becomes a more innovative field, then team

size would increase mechanically. Yet in the quantitative exercise, I find a negative effect

of composition on the change in team size, contributing -9% to the observed increase.

The main driver of the rise in team size, the rise of the benefits to teams relative to

working alone, is consistent with the proposition that ideas are getting harder to find. This

is because the innovative impact of sole-inventors is declining over time, and this decline

3By restricting attention to the last decades of the 20th century, I avoid measurement issues regarding
patent quality.
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means the necessity to team up is rising. In this paper, I focus on citations and private value.

These measures allow for comparison across patents, but do not fully capture the overall

output generated by an idea.. However, if each idea is becoming less impactful over time,

this is consistent with ideas getting harder to find as documented in previous work (Bloom

et al., 2020).

Fourth, I explore policy applications within the team production and matching frame-

work, with a particular focus on taxation and immigration policy. The team economy

provides a new mechanism for thinking about how policies and aggregate innovation in-

teract. Taxes and immigration address two different margins on the interaction of policies

and innovation. First, looking at taxes conditional on an existing distribution of expertise

focuses purely on how taxation affects sorting into innovative teams. Second, exogenous

labor supply shifts show how H1B policies can affect innovation. My model provides a

way to think through how skill-targeted policies interact with the economy. These two dif-

ferent margins address how inventors sort into teams and the overall expertise composition

in the economy.

In an application of this policy exercise, I make use of new data and quasi-experimental

evidence from the breakup of the Soviet Union. Russians consistently comprised around

0.6% of inventors in the US in until the early 1990s, but accounted for 1.4% of inventors by

2005. 4 Leveraging the rise of Russian inventors, I shock the composition of expertise in

the United States with the predicted Russian expertise. To do this, I use patent records from

the Soviet Union that illustrate how Russian expertise across technologies differed from US

expertise across technologies in the decade before the breakup in 1991. My model predicts

the self-selection in migration and team composition, which is verified through evaluating

Russian inventor team composition. I also use this evidence to evaluate the model-implied

contribution of Russians after the fall of the Soviet Union and find that the production in

teams explains a significant component of their impact on US innovation. A standard model

without self-selection in a team economy under-predicts the immigrant contribution by over

4I use ethnicities associated with the former Soviet Union as in Kerr (2007).
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50%. The team channel is necessary to make a statement on the quantity of their overall

contribution, and thus provides an important framework for understanding the innovation

effects of migration.

Related Literature

This current paper focuses on the team foundations of ideas and economic growth. Economists

have long known that ideas are the building blocks of long-run economic growth (Romer,

1990; Aghion and Howitt, 1992; Jones, 2005), with some papers stressing the role of hu-

man capital more intensively (Lucas, 1988; Jones, 2005; Lucas, 2009). Modern quantitative

endogenous growth frameworks have moved to put human capital at the center of endoge-

nous growth (Akcigit et al., 2018; Hsieh et al., 2019; Akcigit et al., 2020). However, the

existing literature has not focused on the role of teams with differentiated expertise. As I

discuss in this paper, there is significant evidence this is associated with the rise of teams.

Empirically, teams are on the rise across both science and technology production (Wuchty

et al., 2007). The implications for growth are positive if this is due to falling communica-

tion costs, but if this is due to ideas becoming harder to find and teamwork more necessary

(Kortum, 1997; Weitzman, 1998; Jones, 2021; Akcigit et al., 2022), it may be associated

with a long-run decline in growth if the inventor population is fixed, consistent with scale

effects described by Jones (1995).

To put these questions in a quantitative environment, I build on work that applies tools

from the classic Becker (1973) marriage paper to quantify how policies affect sorting into

marriages Choo and Siow (2006). The paper also provides insights on the division of labor

with skill heterogeneity (Becker and Murphy, 1992; Stokey, 2018). I stress the importance

of expertise being both multidimensional and specific to certain knowledge domains, what

Hayek (1945) considered the most essential feature of the global economy. The organi-

zation of an economy and the teams within it depends on this distribution of knowledge

(Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg, 2006). In building the interaction of heterogeneous knowl-

edge in teams into the matching process, my model builds on Choo and Siow (2006), who
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estimate a marriage model with transferable utility and heterogeneous preferences follow-

ing Becker (1973) and McFadden (1974).

The quantitative question connects to more reduced form empirical evidence on the

motivating forces behind the rise of teams. Various work points to the relative benefits

of working in teams versus working alone rising over time due to the nature of expertise

(Falk-Krzesinski et al., 2010; Bennett and Gadlin, 2012; Bikard et al., 2015; Teodoridis,

2018). Other work has documented the role of changes in communication costs fostering

an increase in teamwork (Adams et al., 2005; Agrawal and Goldfarb, 2008; Kim et al.,

2009; Forman and van Zeebroeck, 2012). While these explanations have been presented

empirically as two central reasons for the rise of teams in innovation, there is no exist-

ing framework to incorporate and compare these forces quantitatively. Further, the team

innovation economy with differentiated expertise has not been incorporated into the quan-

titative endogenous growth literature, even though teams represent the vast majority of

modern contributions to science and technology.

Lucas and Moll (2014) and Perla and Tonetti (2014) focus on the choice to invest in

learning versus production in driving aggregate innovation. Further, there have been em-

pirical and theoretical frameworks providing evidence that skill breadth and depth and lo-

cational distribution matter for idea quality (e.g. Jones, 2009; Berkes and Gaetani, 2019).

While idea heterogeneity serves an important role in the endogenous growth literature, its

roots in domain specific human capital and individual interaction have received less atten-

tion. Yet, heterogeneous human capital is at the core of heterogeneous ideas.

Disciplining the role of expertise in teams and innovation has many potential applica-

tions. This paper primarily directs its attention to taxation and immigration policies. On

taxation, I connect to a burgeoning literature that focuses on the interaction between tax-

ation and innovation (Akcigit and Stantcheva, 2020; Akcigit et al., 2021; Jones, 2022),

with this paper pointing to how taxes affect sorting into teams. I build on a literature

that delivers conflicting accounts of the role played by immigration in idea production. In

one study, Borjas and Doran (2012) find that Russian mathematician immigrants substi-
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tuted for US mathematicians in idea production in mathematics. In another study, Moser

et al. (2014) find positive spillovers from German-Jewish chemist emigres. Historically,

immigrants have had a significant impact on American technology (Akcigit et al., 2017).

Immigrants are more concentrated in patent-heavy fields, leading them to be more innova-

tive than natives (Hunt and Gauthier-Loiselle, 2010). Given the significant moving costs,

it makes sense that immigrants who move self-select into productive fields (Borjas, 1987).

In regards to policy, Kerr and Lincoln (2010) find that increases in the H1B cap spurred

innovation. In this paper, I stress that the team production channel is essential for un-

derstanding how immigrants interact with a country’s existing expertise to shape overall

output. I find that the geographical distribution of individuals still has first-order implica-

tions on the prevailing team structure and economic growth, which suggests that policies

related to immigration continue to be an essential ingredient in innovation. Addressing hor-

izontal skill differentiation is crucial in exploring the interaction between immigrant and

native expertise.

The key conceptual point of this paper is that, with teams on the rise, growth economists

must build in quantitative models that take the team element seriously. More specifically,

a team is a joint effort with non-partitionable output. This team structure has been empha-

sized in the economics literature for 50 years (Alchian and Demsetz, 1972; Marschak and

Radner, 1972). More recently, empirical evidence from surprise deaths has shown team

complementarities are significant (Azoulay et al., 2010; Jaravel et al., 2018). I add to this

discussion by focusing on the domains of expertise and cross-expertise collaboration. This

will be front and center as I turn to the theoretical and empirical analysis.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 builds a team production model

that links the value of teams to their observed frequency. Section 3 introduces the USPTO

data and and explains how I construct the measures I use in my empirical and quantitative

analysis. Section 4 discusses the quantitative decomposition of the role of each force in

driving the change in team size. Section 5 illustrates the ability of these results to elucidate

policy questions, and focuses on taxation and immigration policy in particular. Section 6
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and Appendix D discusses the general robustness of the results from the previous sections.

Section 7 concludes.

2 A Model of Idea Production and Team Formation

I develop a model of inventors who match in teams, produce ideas, and share the returns.

Inventors observe the set of possible teams they can join and make a decision to join based

on the payoffs. This model embeds the intuition of the three forces discussed in the pre-

vious section that determine the matching pattern: the benefits to teams, the costs of team

formation and communication, and the supply of expertise.

The model follows a similar structure to Choo and Siow (2006), who use matching pairs

in a two-sided framework to infer the value of a marriage. Here, the model is extended to

a situation in which agents can take any role in a team; that is, agents can match with any

other inventor and in multi-inventor teams. This fits the market for invention, as inventors

often match in large teams and match with inventors of the same “type” as themselves

(e.g. chemists work with chemists). I also allow for any possible team match up to a given

size, to allow for many teams of differentiated expertise, (e.g., chemists, biologists, and

computer scientists team up).

2.1 Environment

There are a mass of inventors Mx, where each individual is one of a discrete number of

skill types or expertise. A skill type is indexed by x ∈ X ⊂ RS. While x is one of a

finite number of types, x contains a vector of length S which signifies the S domains of

expertise that can be utilized to produce patents. The expertise of team members matters

for the quality and domain of patent production.

The inventors are risk-neutral and maximize linear utility in their wage and an idiosyn-

cratic preference shock in a static setting. Inventors can either join a team up to some size

T or work alone. Due to the finite team size T and finite number of types x, there are a
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finite number of total team types.

A team is indexed by k = {x1, ..., xT}. Team k generates output that is a function of

the vector of skills of each type on the patent. The production functions for each team and

individuals working alone are:5

qk = q(x1, ..., xT) ; qk(x) = q(x1). (1)

Each operating team needs to pay a cost to communicate that depends on the team type,

ck. This cost can be understood as the cost of communicating on a project or the cost of

forming the team. The communication cost for a single inventor working alone is zero; for

multi-person teams, communication costs are flexible and inferred from the data,

ck = c(x1, ..., xT) ; ck = 0. (2)

Each team of inventor types has a corresponding total net output, qk − ck, while the

net output for individuals working alone is qk(x). Individual types are assigned in the

amount to a specific team type k. For instance, in a team with two of type x,= 2. For each

individual type x on team k, the total output is shared such that there is no output left on

the table. This means that the total wages paid out to team members is equal to the total

team output:

∑
C(x)∈k

wx
k = qk − ck. (3)

Having discussed the net team output, qk − ck, and a general condition on wages, I turn

to the individual’s problem of choosing her team.

5Teams also choose a patent technology class to work in. Given the team members, this optimal class
immediately follows. Because this immediately follows from the team composition, I leave this out of the
model. I will be more specific about this problem when I map this model to its empirical counterparts in
Section 6.1.
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The Individual’s Problem

Individual i is an infinitesimal agent of type x ∈ X who derives systematic and idiosyn-

cratic utility from working in team type k. The systematic component, wx
k , is a result of

market forces and is the same across all types x within a given team k. The second com-

ponent, εx
k (i), is an iid preference shock for working in team type k which is specific for

a given individual i of type x. This idiosyncratic iid individual-by-team utility is drawn

from an iid type-I extreme value distribution. This shock represents heterogeneous and

unobserved reasons for forming teams. The distribution of the shocks is not related to the

systematic observable component of an agent’s skills. These shocks follow a cumulative

distribution function as in McFadden (1974):

F(ε) = exp
(

exp
(
− ε

φ

))
.

Each inventor i of type (x) has the option to either work by herself or join a team.

If she decides to work by herself, her team is indexed by k(x). If she decides to work

with someone else, she can be matched with k̃(x) team types, indexed by the other team

member’s type. Denote K(x) = 1 + k̃(x) as the number of team types an individual of

type (x) can join. Due to the upper bound on team size T and finite number of types in

the economy, there is a discrete set of team types i can join. Individual i observes a set of

shocks across the team types they can join as follows,

εx(i) = {εx
k (i) : k ∈ K(x)}.

For each i of type x there is a return equation for joining each team k,

πx
k (i) = wx

k︸︷︷︸
systematic
component

+ εx
k (i).︸ ︷︷ ︸

idiosyncratic
component

(4)

Each individual i of type (x) chooses her team k to maximize her return, πx
k (i). This is
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part of the equilibrium that is discussed next.

2.2 Equilibrium

The equilibrium is a set of wages across teams, the mass of individual types assigned to

teams, and the mass of teams, {wx
k , mx

k , mk}. The wages emerge as a result of the trading

game to clear the market for each type and in each team. The endogenous assignment of

types to teams, mx
k , emerges from this process. The mass of a given team, mk, is the mass

of assigned types to the team divided by the number of unique team members.

The equilibrium is characterized by each agent solving their optimization problem, and

the market clearing within each team and within each type. The resulting equilibrium has

a sharing rule within each team type, and frequency of each observed team type. I explore

the empirical counterpart to each equilibrium object in greater detail in the quantitative

section, where I map the model to patent data. I focus on the mass of each team mk, the net

return to each team qk − ck, and the expected value of being a given type (Proposition 2).

Tracking these objects helps evaluate the changing patterns across teams and the effects of

subsidies and expertise shocks on the economy.

Agent i observes her vector of idiosyncratic shocks and the systematic return to working

for each team. She then chooses the team k that delivers the maximum return. Wages

are determined endogenously by market clearing in teams for all types. There are five

equilibrium conditions.

Definition of Equilibrium. Equilibrium is defined as a set of sharing rules (wages) and

allocations that adhere to individual-level optimization market clearing. I go through the

optimization problem, wages, and allocations in turn.

• Optimization: Each i ∈ X chooses the team k∗ to maximize the sum of her idiosyncratic

and systematic income,

k∗(i) = arg max{πx
k (i) : k ∈ K(x)}.
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This maximization delivers a relationship between wages and allocations that is governed

by the dispersion of the preference shock φ and the mass of a given type (x), Mx,

mx
k = Mx

exp(wx
k /φ)

∑k̃∈K(x) exp(wx
k̃
/φ)

. (E1)

• Sharing Rules: Wages for each agent on the team add up to total net output for each team

k:

∑
x∈k

wx
k = qk − ck. (E2)

• Market Clearing and Symmetry: Markets clear for each inventor type (x) (E3), the mass

of each type assigned to each team is equal to the mass of the team multiplied by the

number of this type on the team (E4), and there are no teams with negative mass (E5):

∑
k∈K(x)

mx
k = Mx ∀ x, (E3)

mx
k = mk ∀ x ∈ k, (E4)

mx
k ≥ 0 ∀ x and k. (E5)

Proposition 1 follows from the equilibrium conditions.

Proposition 1. An equilibrium that satisfies (E1)–(E5) delivers a relationship between the

(i) masses of each team type k to (ii) the idea production function, (iii) the communication

costs, and (iv) the supply of types as follows,

(i)︷ ︸︸ ︷
∑

(x)∈k
log

(
mk
mx

k

)
=

(ii)︷ ︸︸ ︷
qk −∑(x)∈k qk(x)−

(iii)︷︸︸︷
ck

φ
s.t.

(iv)︷ ︸︸ ︷
∑

k∈K(x)
mk = Mx .
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Proof. See Appendix A.1.

Proposition 1 links inventors’ sorting in teams to the values of those teams; in particular,

it relates the mass of a given team, mk, relative to each type working alone to the value of

the team qk relative to working alone. Team frequency moves in a log-linear way with

team output. As each agent becomes less productive alone (ii), or the communication

costs decrease (iii), the team will form more often relative to each agent working alone.

This framework provides the launching point of this paper. I use this framework to quantify

the forces behind the rise of teams and enable counterfactual studies, as (ii), (iii), and (iv)

are linked to the benefits of teams, costs of teams, and supply of talent respectively.

Let me be explicit about what I am trying to capture and quantify with this model.

There are three pieces of the model that shift from the earlier period (e.g., 1980s) to the

later period (e.g., 1990s). First, the idea production function qk −∑(x)∈k qk(x) may shift.

Combinations of certain team types may yield different returns over time. At times, hard-

ware producers see higher returns to working alone versus pairing together, or pairing up

with a chemist.

Second, individual team types may face changing communication costs over time, ck.

For instance, with the advent of email and file sharing, inventors in separate locations can

more easily produce together. This ability could drive down the costs of forming certain

teams over time.

Third, the composition of inventors (Mx) may change. In particular, the 1990s saw

a large movement toward fields related to computing, information storage, and hardware.

This was driven by two forces beyond returns and costs. First, inventors selected into

advanced degrees in these fields. Second, immigrant talent arrived with expertise in those

fields, impacting the composition of inventors. Reductions in immigration restrictions in

the US and corresponding outflows from Russia and China generated a large influx. As a

result, the inventor composition in 2000 differed from the inventor composition in 1980.

In Section 5, I discuss the influence of this migration and the role of self-selection. The

following proposition will be an important reference.
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The last result of this section characterizes the expected value of being an inventor of

type x, which serves as an important statistic for informing immigration patterns and self-

selection. This statistic for valuing types delivers an intuitive and, as seen in Section 5,

sensible predictor of the types that are the most productive in a large economy of teams.

Proposition 2 discusses the properties of the ex ante value of being a specific type.

Proposition 2. The expected value for an agent of type x before her preference draws is as

follows:

E[Vx] = cons + qk(x)/φ︸ ︷︷ ︸
output alone

+ log

(
Mx

mx
k

)
.︸ ︷︷ ︸

concentration in teams

(5)

Proof. See Appendix A.1.

There are two components of the private value of being a given expertise type x. First,

inventors that produce higher impact patents alone have higher value ex ante. Second,

conditional on productivity alone, inventors who are frequently in teams receive relatively

higher returns in teams. The respective weight is adjusted by the shock dispersion φ. This

result is important for evaluating how self-selection impacts inventor migration in Section

5.

Section 4 uses the model framework to quantify the contribution of three key forces

on the changes in the matching pattern. These three forces, returns, costs, and supply,

exemplified by qk −∑(x)∈k qk(x), ck, and Mx, impact the allocation to teams, mk. Section

5 applies this framework to policy counterfactuals with a particular focus on immigration

policy. I first discuss the data and build a bridge from the empirical framework to the

quantitative analysis.

Data-Relevant Objects: Sources of Rising Teams. To summarize the important objects

in the data, I am interested in characterizing the expertise distribution M, the sorting into

specific team types mk, the value of each team qk, and communication cost ck. These ob-

jects from Proposition 1 link the overall matching pattern to underlying team fundamentals.
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In the data, I focus on qk through citations and stock market value. I focus on ck through

the residual team formation in addition to geographical team dispersion. Finally, I focus on

M and m through measures from USPTO patent classes, and inventor and team identifiers.

Data-Relevant Objects: Implications of Rising Teams. To understand the determinants

of sorting and output, policies must take into account counterfactuals in a team economy.

First, Proposition 1 shows how the sorting pattern would respond to taxes and subsidies of

team types. More relevant for self-selection in migration, Proposition 2 details the private

value to an individual of expertise x. This value has two components. First, the output

from working individually, as higher output indicates higher private value. Second, the

more frequent an expertise is in teams, conditional on productivity alone, the higher the

return to that expertise. This object can be brought to data since both the productivity of

inventors working alone and the frequency in teams can be observed. This allows me to

predict self-selection in migration policy as discussed in Section 5.

3 Data and Measurement

The data will inform the model ingredients in order to quantify the sources and implications

of teams in the quantitative exercise. This section discusses the data sources and relevant

measures of expertise in the data. I then discuss measures of communication costs.

3.1 Data Sources

I use four data sources in my analysis. First, I rely on USPTO patent data with inventor

information disambiguation to track inventors and build expertise vectors. Second, I merge

this patent data with patent value data from other papers (e.g., Kogan et al., 2017) to en-

sure robustness to patent output measures. I introduce new data from the former Soviet

Union from 1924–1993, which details the technological domain of innovations in the So-

viet Union. These innovations followed a different distribution than US innovations in the
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1980s prior to the fall of the Soviet Union, and and they provide a benchmark for analyzing

the contribution of Russians to US innovation during the large immigration period of Rus-

sian inventors in the 1990s. Lastly, to identify Russians in the data I apply an algorithm that

delivers the expected probability of ethnic origin by country with data from Kerr (2007).

USPTO Patent Data and Inventor Disambiguation Algorithm. Although this paper

uses several distinct data sources, it primarily relies on USPTO patent data with patents

granted from 1976 to 2015. On inventors, the USPTO states, “US patent applications must

list the ‘true and only’ inventors.” A patent p is characterized by a technology class s, a

team of inventors who jointly produce the patent, and forward citations, a proxy for patent

value.67

Li et al. (2014) provide a dataset for inventor identification that links the entire career

of an inventor to her history. They use a Bayesian disambiguation algorithm that employs

patent class, firms where an inventor works, and her corresponding co-authors to track the

full history of individuals on patents. The two main problems these algorithms deal with are

cases of misreportings (e.g., misspellings such as “Jonh Smith”) and common names (e.g.,

“John Smith”). The ability to identify inventors over time is crucial for building expertise

measures that can speak to how inventors contribute to a team.

All types of assignees — firm, international, university, and government — are in-

cluded. I truncate the data on both ends to capture experience vectors of individuals and

clean citation data. The quantitative and empirical analyses focus on years 1980–2000, but

inventor expertise vectors use data starting in 1976. I also discuss how the results fit with

the ongoing changes in patenting up to 2015. The resulting sample includes 2.2 million

unique patents, 1.5 million unique inventors, and 4.5 million patent × inventor observa-

tions.

The technological class system and citation network admit identification of technolog-

6USPTO assigns a primary technology class in USPTO and WIPO assigns a primary IPC classification.
7Patent stock market value and renewals are also used as a measurement of patent value in robustness

checks.
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ical areas where inventors operate, or their areas of expertise. For my measurement of

expertise, I take a stand on which level of classification to use for evaluating expertise.

This paper explores three potential levels of classifications. The primary empirical analysis

is done at the International Patent Classification 3-digit level (IPC3) for more granular-

ity, but the quantitative analyses are done at the IPC2 level to have enough data for each

type.8 I also focus on USPTO classification measures in the empirical analysis robustness

in Appendix B. The qualitative results do not shift significantly depending on the level of

classification.

I use log of the average citations by the team as my measure of output quality, but

test other measures in Section 6 and Appendix B. I adjust for patent truncation using IPC1

patent class and the date of application in order to compare citations across different classes

and time periods, following Hall et al. (2001). I renormalize the value of sole-authored

patents each period in order to have a similar benchmark, but I analyze other measures in

Section 6 and Appendix B.

Patent Value. First, to ensure that patent citations are picking up similar outcomes to

patent value, I merge in patent stock market value measures from Kogan et al. (2017). This

measure delivers the projected value of a patent based on the change in stock market value

on the day the patent was granted. This data is available for a limited set of patents, since

it requires the firm be publicly listed. Nevertheless, it serves as a good verification exercise

for observing the response of patent value to depth and breadth.

Records from the Soviet Union. To apply the model to immigration counterfactuals and

verify its qualitative results, I make use of a novel dataset from the former Soviet Union.

This dataset contains patent records from all inventions from the Soviet Union from 1924–

1993. These documents are provided by Rospatent (Russian Federal Institute of Intellectual

Property) and the Federal Institute of Industrial Property (FIPS).

FIPS provides all the data in the form of DVDs that contain complete scans of patent

8Appendix B.2 provides an example of the different levels of classification.
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documents granted in the Soviet Union. Because the Soviet Union was essentially un-

involved in global technology production, this dataset provides a unique insight into the

technologies produced in the Soviet Union. The DVDs record a total of 1.4 million unique

documents.

There were two main types of patent documents in the Soviet Union: a patent and a

certificate of authorship. A certificate of authorship was the most common patent docu-

ment. These documents did not give an inventor the exclusive right to an invention, but

the government awarded prizes for inventions. One essential component of this data is the

technological patent classes. The FIPS records contain IPC patent classes, following the

same format as USPTO patents. My main goal with this data is to understand the domain

of expertise of Soviet inventors at the time of the fall of the Soviet Union. As a result, I use

the most recent innovation decade from the Soviet Union (1980s).

For the shock to be treated as quasi-experimental, it is necessary that inventors in the

Soviet Union did not choose to innovate technologically with the expectation that their

expertise as inventors would be integrated into the US market. This seems sensible given

the unexpected nature of the fall of the Soviet Union and the fact that specialized human

capital takes significant time to build. I discuss this further in Section 5, which addresses

self-selection in migration.

Ethnic Origin. To match the ethnicities of inventors on patents for the purposes of both

tracing out the ethnic diversity of inventors and matching ethnic Russians, I adopt the

probabilistic ethnicity matching algorithm from Kerr (2007). This algorithm exploits the

fact that certain names are common for certain ethnicities (e.g., “Wu” as Chinese or “Ro-

driguez” as Hispanic). The match rate for each name to an ethnicity is 80%. With this data,

I find that Russian inventors jump from 0.7% of all US patents to 1.4% from 1991–2005.

Next, I turn to the measurement of inventor and team expertise, which is important for the

empirical analysis and quantitative results.
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3.2 Data Measurement

This section constructs the empirical measures that I use in the empirical and quantitative

analysis. I start by building the measures of individual and team expertise and then discuss

how measures at the individual-level contribute to measures at the team-level.

Inventor Expertise. Inventors hold skills that they deploy in the production of patents in

teams. Because individuals work in teams, it can be challenging to extract their domain of

expertise from team production. For my expertise measure, I take the most prominent class

of an individual, adjusting by patent quality qp (citations) and team size Tp for expertise in

class s as follows,

xs = ∑
p∈s

qp

Tp
. (6)

This expertise measure takes the count of an individual’s patents in each class divided

by the team size of the inventors on the focal patent (Tp). The adjustment by team size

down-weights expertise measures in large teams as individuals are less likely to have ex-

pertise in the relevant area. Additionally, I explore inventor types only using data from their

sole-authored patents in Section 6. Both sole-authored patenting and overall patenting de-

liver the same general result on the idea production function.9

Definition 1. inventor expertise in class s. Expertise in technology s is given by an indi-

vidual’s total productivity in class s, xs, net the focal patent.

Definition 2. inventor skill type x. Inventor i is skill type x if arg max(x1, x2, ..., xS) = x.

For testing of the quantitative mechanism, I apply the skill from each class for individ-

uals. However, for much of the quantitative question on the rise of teams, it is sufficient to

treat individuals as having a main expertise that is associated with a bundle of knowledge.

This comes from Definition 2.10

9I explore other measures in Section 6 and Appendix B. I discuss the counts in Appendix B.3.
10To better understand the mechanism, Section 6.1 leverages an individual’s bundle of skills as inputs into

the idea production function.
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Team Types. When individuals work in teams, they combine their expertise. For in-

stance, if one individual has expertise x and another has expertise y, they can form a team

k = (x, y) to produce output qk. Individuals have a single expertise or skill type, but

the type may contain a broad vector of expertise. This logic follows a similar structure

to the model. A team is a vector of individual types across skills (e.g., technology class

expertise). Given that teams form either to take advantage of deep or broad knowledge, I

direct attention to team depth and team breadth, which measures the team skill on the focal

patent.

Definition 3. Team Depth. For a given team in technology x, team depth is the amount of

expertise in x. This takes the sum of the individuals’ impact within the focal patent class.

Definition 4. Team Breadth. Team breadth is defined as the sum of expertise represented

on a given patent outside of the focal class. Increasing breadth implies teams from more

diverse expertise backgrounds.

Teams may form in order to make use of depth and breadth of expertise. Further, the

changing nature of teams may generate changing returns to both of these forces. While

teams form to take advantage of specific skills, the summary of team breadth and depth

will help express the underlying causes of the rise in teams and specify an idea production

function. The analysis in this paper is done at the IPC2-level.

Communication Costs. The main section of this paper focuses on communication costs

as the residual driving team formation that is not embedded in changes in the production

function. However, there are two nuances to this interpretation. First, in a calibration

in Appendix D, I look into the rise of team size explained by communication in distinct

regions, and find this explains 25% of the increase in teams from the 1980s to the 1990s, and

can likely explain a similar share today. I find that this is reasonably close to the residual

estimate, which is correlated with other aspects of communication costs (e.g., expected

distance, or skill distance).
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4 Quantitative Analysis

This section builds the quantitative and empirical framework that I use to study of the rise

of teams and policy counterfactuals. I build a bridge from the matching model from Sec-

tion 2 to empirical measures from Section 3. First, I outline the quantitative infrastructure

for studying the sources and implications of the rise of teams. Second, I quantify the con-

tribution of each force (benefits, costs, inventor supply) employing the expertise measures

from Section 3. Section 5 studies the implications of this framework in the context of

immigration and taxation.

For the measures of expertise and individual type, I follow Definition 2. This takes the

maximum expertise level per individual. For the bundle of skills associated with a given

type, I take the average skill for each type across the range of technology classes. This

allows for measurement of the expected impact of each team type within a finite set of

teams.

4.1 Quantitative Framework

This section maps the three main forces from the model (benefit, cost, supply) into data-

relevant components. The following equation links an outcome of interest, the mass of each

team type k (log count) to: (i) the relative benefits of teams, or the idea production func-

tion, (ii) communication costs, and (iii) the supply or composition of types. Equation (7)

summarizes the relationship between the frequency of a team type and its relative returns:

log team count︷ ︸︸ ︷
∑
x∈k

log

(
mk
mx

k

)
=

(i) benefits︷ ︸︸ ︷
qk −∑x∈k qk(x)−

(ii) costs︷︸︸︷
ck

φ
s.t.

(iii) supply︷ ︸︸ ︷
∑

k∈K(x)
mk = Mx . (7)

The mass of each team k is given by mk, where the mass of type x assigned to k is mk.

The relative benefit to teams in production comes from comparing the production in the

team, qk, to solo production for each type, qk(x). The communication costs enter separately
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from the skill and are thus considered in the residual. I perform exercises that correlate this

residual with other measures of communication costs, and I find that communication costs

explain a large share of the residual.

Equation (Q1), which puts Equation (7) in regression form, and Equation (Q2) are the

main equations for the quantitative analysis. These equations relate the estimated produc-

tion function and communication costs across teams to the relative frequency of observing

the team in the data (Q1), and estimate the underlying returns to teams on the expertise of

inventors (Q2). I use the estimated production parameters that link the types of teams k

to predicted relative output q̃k,t from Equation (Q2). I evaluate these two equations in the

1980s and 1990s:

m̃k,t = β̃0 + β̃1q̃k,t + υk,t, (Q1)

qp(k,s),t = α0,t +
5

∑
j=1

αj,tI{Quint(Dk,s) = j}+
5

∑
i=2

ζ j,tI{Quint(Bk,s) = j}+ up. (Q2)

I discuss Equation (Q1) and Equation (Q2) in turn. Equation (Q1) links estimated

production function and the cost to the matching pattern. I classify types as discussed in

Section 3.2 in order to estimate Equation (Q1). The components of Equation (Q1) are:

m̃k,t ≡ ∑
x∈k

log

(
mk
mx

k

)
,

q̃k,t ≡ qk,t − ∑
x∈k

qx
k,t.

Equation (Q2) estimates the net benefit of team k, q̃k,t. Equation (Q2) is estimated at

the patent level, where I take quintiles of team depth and breadth. The coefficients on these

respective quintiles, αj,s and ζ j,s, are estimated within each IPC1 technology class. I fix the

quintiles to match the entire time period 1980–2000. This captures the fact that different

technology classes exhibit different returns to team skills. Equations (Q1) and (Q2) are

estimated over two periods, the 1980s and the 1990s.
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Model Match. Individuals are identified by their type, which includes a domain of ex-

pertise x. The mass of individuals of each type is given by Mx. For the quantitative

decomposition, I split the sample into two distinct periods and rerun the model on those

different time periods where individuals are identified through their patent production as in

Equation (6).

Individuals have one expertise, which is their primary technology background (e.g.,

where they have produced the most patents, with focus on patents by inverse team size). To

group people into types, I take the average bundle of skills per type.11

The fact that individuals operate jointly in teams and alone provides a lens to under-

stand the domain of expertise while also learning how domain expertise contributes to

team production. In particular, if chemists that provide valuable technological insights to

pharmacology only work in pharmacology, it becomes challenging to categorize them as

chemists. However, in productions with smaller teams, we should expect the productions

to be more core to the individual’s domain of expertise.

4.2 Quantitative Results

Before delving into the results, I discuss the intuition of how the quantitative framework

elucidates the mechanisms discussed in this paper. I use the quantitative results to evaluate

the three forces that could be changing the nature of teams, benefits, costs, and inventor sup-

ply. I will focus on the intuition of the relative benefits of teams, as this will be the primary

mechanism of investigation in this section. I estimate two different production functions of

ideas in the 1980s and 1990s and estimate the matching function in both periods as well. I

ask what is the predicted change in team size from only changing the production function,

and observe what overall team size this predicts.

Changes in the benefits to teams versus working alone come from changes in the idea

production function, qk − ∑x∈k qk(x), for different types x. As individuals become less

11Additionally, individuals can only have one location which comes from where they primarily file patents
(home address). I review how this correlates with the variation attributable to communication costs in Ap-
pendix D.
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productive alone or teams generate higher quality patents, individuals will form in teams

more often. The strength of the response is governed by the dispersion of the preference

shock φ. In Equation (Q1), β̃1 governs this responsiveness. There are two main sources

within the idea production function that could be driving the changes in team size through

the idea production function. Teams may exhibit larger returns to depth—ideas require

deeper expertise and so inventors choose to form teams with those somewhat similar to

themselves. Second, teams may exhibit larger returns to breadth—ideas require more ex-

pertise from different patent classes, so inventors work with those not in the same class.

I discuss how the observable response in output to both breadth and depth of expertise

emerge in Section 6.1. In this section, I use the estimated production function of ideas

based on the average level of skill within each expertise type. Having illustrated the match

between the estimated and realized production function, I turn to the quantitative properties

of how production and cost are linked to matching from Equations (Q1) and (Q2).

Table 1: Parameter Values

Parameter Description Value Main Identification

— Panel A. From Production Function —

αj,s,t Quartiles of depth in patent class s 4 × num. major tech × 2 periods Production Estimation (Q2)

ζ j,s,t Quartiles of breadth in patent class s 4 × num. major tech × 2 periods Production Estimation (Q2)

— Panel B. From Matching Function —

φ Preference shock dispersion 0.49∗∗∗ β̃1,t from Equation (Q1)

Notes: This table describes the estimation and parameter values in the quantitative analysis. Column
(1) indicates the parameters from Equations (Q1) and (Q2). Column (2) describes these coefficients.
Column (3) provides the value or number of parameters (if more than one). Column (4) indicates the
method of identification.

In addition to the production function, the key additional variables of interest in the

quantitative procedure are the coefficient on coordination costs βc and the dispersion of the

preference shocks φ. Figure 2 illustrates how the model matches the data. Here, I take

the fitted values of the team from the previous equations and plot them against the realized
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team matches. The R2 is 0.43.

Figure 2: Production, Cost, and Realized Frequency of Team Type
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Notes: This figure plots the predicted and realized density of each team type in
both periods in the quantitative model. Equation (Q1) lists the log relative count
of each team (x-axis) and Equation (Q1) predicts the relative share of each team
(y-axis). This relationship is untargeted beyond the parameters from Table 1. The
R2 is 0.43. Source: USPTO and author calculations.

A point worth stressing from Figure 2 is that the predicted and realized matching has no

mechanical relationship. This is because the model only delivers coefficients that govern

the noise β̃1. The positive correlation comes from linking the expected returns and the

matching pattern. Overall, teams with higher expected returns are more likely to match.

This is unsurprising, but does not directly follow from any mechanical assumptions.

Results: Idea production function, communication costs, and supply of skill. Once

I estimate the parameters governing the production and matching equations, I apply each

channel individually to understand its contribution to the change in team size. Intuitively,

individuals match in proportion to patent quality in the pre-period and I estimate how

closely these outcomes align. Once I have this estimated parameter, I allow the quality

by itself to change and ask how much of a change in team size would this predict?

I start with a counterfactual analysis in order to understand the contribution of each
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force to the change in team size. I run the model separately for two periods in order to

uncover the changing parameters. I ask how much would the size of teams change if only

there was a change in the production function. In the case of the benefits of teams, I

keep the parameters from the production function pre-period (αj,s,t, ζ j,s,t) and compare the

realized team size to the counterfactual team size. I do the same thing with the coefficient

on communication costs (γ̃t) and the shares of types (Mx,t). Table 2 shows how much of

the change in team size these three forces can explain.

Table 2: Contribution of each force to changes in matching pattern

Causal Force Share of Change in Explained

Benefit (Teams versus alone) 68%

Cost 41%

Composition -9%

Notes: This table runs the model as described in the main text and asks how much
each force contributes to the observed share in team size. Source: USPTO and
author calculations.

Changes in the idea production function can explain 68% of the change in team size

from the 1980s to the 1990s. Composition pushes in the other direction in the quantitative

exercise, driving -9% of the change according to IPC2 classifications. Assuming the resid-

ual increase in team size is due to changes in the costs of communication, I find that 41%

of the increase in team size is due to a fall in communication costs, which emerges through

the increase in teams unaccounted for by the increase in patent value.12

This section presented evidence that changes in the idea production function are the

most important force behind the changes in team size. This means that there is an increasing

premium on understanding policies that foster complementary expertise in teams. I turn

next to policies that take into account this environment and the implications in particular

for taxation and immigration.

12Appendix D addresses how measures of distance are correlated with this unaccounted for variation.
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5 Policy Applications

The previous section built a framework to quantify the sources behind the rise of teams.

Further, I illustrated that the rise of teams is connected in a significant manner to changes

in the idea production function. In general the rise of teams, and the rise in their joint

output, implies that team production is an essential aspect of innovation policy analysis.

The framework in this paper is amenable to a wide variety of policy analyses. What does

this imply for economic policy? How does taking teams and matching seriously affect

classical policy issues, such as taxation and immigration?

I focus on taxes in Section 5.1. I then turn to high-skilled immigration, making use of

the fall of the Soviet Union as a historical episode in Section 5.2. In Appendix C, I discuss

more general lessons for this framework for immigration policy and the implications for

R&D and education policies.

5.1 Tax Policy

To understand the effects of taxes on innovative output, I take the later period distribution of

skills and team composition and ask how taxes affect team composition. One advantage of

this framework is it allows researchers to isolate the sorting channel in understanding how

taxation affects innovation. The counterfactual sorting from taxation comes from equaliz-

ing the returns across teams (e.g., 100% taxation does not incentivize inventors to find the

“best” team, in the output sense). I focus on a tax that hits wages initially, such that for

team k skill x,

w′x,k = (1− τ)wx,k.

Because there is no endogenous aggregate labor supply in this model, the shifts in taxes

shift the distribution of teams. When individuals choose teams, they now weigh the overall

return to each team. Large taxes induce more “random” team matching, since individuals

are more indifferent between teams. For instance, a 100% taxation leads to a fully random
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distribution of teams in proportion to the supply of expertise in the economy. I return to the

matching equation to explore the effects of these taxes on wages. This taxes the net return

to each team, which induces the following matching pattern:

∑
x∈k

log

(
mk
mx

k

)
=

(1− τ)
(
qk −∑x∈k qk(x)− ck

)
φ

s.t. ∑
k∈K(x

mk = Mx.

Where aggregate innovation is Q = ∑k∈T mkqk. Taxes attenuate the sorting of indi-

viduals to teams. To see the quantitative results of this policy, I input 10%, 20%, and 50%

taxes into the existing pattern of matches and output measures from the 1990s period. Ta-

ble 3 shows the allocation of individuals to teams based on these taxes. It is not surprising

that the taxes induce lower innovation. Yet a key element to note is that this tax is a wedge

on the matching pattern and does not incorporate endogenous labor supply, which is a key

driver in previous papers on taxation and innovation (Akcigit et al., 2016; Jaimovich and

Rebelo, 2017). Further, this approach allows for more detailed counterfactual analysis of

tax policy, which is of rising interest amongst economists studying innovation (Akcigit and

Stantcheva, 2020; Akcigit et al., 2021).

Table 3: Taxes and Aggregate Innovation

Tax rate Aggregate innovation % change from baseline

0% 1 0

10% 0.93 -7%

20% 0.86 -14%

50% 0.64 -36%

Notes: This table compares the aggregate innovation from the matching
pattern and idea production with different levels of taxes. Rows 2–4
introduce taxes into the matching model and ask about the counterfactual
allocation and corresponding innovative output. Source: USPTO, FIPS, and
author calculations.
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Table 3 expresses a simple result. The changes in tax policy indicate that, to understand

the effects of taxes, policymakers should think through the sorting of individuals to teams.

This is an element that must be kept in mind for policymakers interested in raising revenue

through taxing inventors.

There are many possible additions to this policy. It is possible individuals have interest

in sorting to higher productivity teams for reasons other than the private return. This would

attenuate the result, thus it is reasonable to think of this result as an upper bound of the

effect on sorting if preferences are positively correlated with output (e.g., people prefer the

more productive team regardless). Going in the other direction, high enough taxes may may

reduce the labor supply of inventors. Both avenues are important to observe to correctly

characterize the effects of taxes on innovation. I now turn to a real-world immigration

shock to learn more general lessons about migration and innovation.

5.2 Real-World Immigration Shock

Inventors often move across borders, and immigration policies can have a significant impact

on the global distribution of talent (Akcigit et al., 2016; Kerr, 2018). Recent studies (such as

Burchardi et al., 2020 and Prato, 2022) find significant effects of immigrants on innovation.

Prato (2022) points out the co-author spillovers with current or prior teamwork from this

channel. This section applies a key point in this paper to build a bridge to this literature.

To understand the contribution of immigrants, it is essential to understand that immigrant

inventors are self-selected, and selection is in large part determined by opportunities in

teams and the value of having a given expertise in a given economy.

To understand immigration through the lens of specific expertise and team production,

I use a historical episode and new data from the Soviet Union. After the fall of the So-

viet Union, there was a large influx of Russian inventors into the US. Figure 3a plots the

proportion of Russians on US patents in the 1980s and the sudden uptick post-1991 when

the Soviet Union fell. Figure 3b shows the differential expertise of the US and the Soviet

Union in the 1980s. This figure provides a promising example of a talent supply shock (as
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seen in Figure 3a) of different types of inventors (in Soviet Union versus US as in Figure

3b).

Figure 3: Fall of the Soviet Union
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Notes: Panel (a) plots the share of ex-Soviet bloc ethnicities on US patents in the USPTO. Panel (b)
shows the technological distribution of patents in the Soviet Union compared to patents in the US in
the 1980s by IPC1 technology category. Source: USPTO, FIPS and Kerr (2007).

I use this shock to validate elements of the model and provide suggestive implications

for immigration policies, in a similar manner to previous work studying the impact of Rus-

sian mathematicians on the west (Borjas and Doran, 2012; Agrawal et al., 2016). I start by

shocking the distribution of expertise in the US economy in the 1990s in proportion to the

amount of newly arrived Russians from 1995–2005 (as seen in Figure 3a) with the corre-

sponding predicted expertise (Figure 3b). This delivers the projected aggregate innovation

of an increase in the supply of Russians by 0.7% of the US population, which captures their

expertise from the Soviet Union.13

I compare the predicted and realized contribution of immigrating Russians using patents

from newly arrived ethnic Russians in USPTO data. In this exercise, I remove the existing

set of Russians with their expertise and project the counterfactual aggregate innovation.

For both these exercises, it is crucial to define aggregate innovation,

13I abstract away from the spatial distribution of inventors for this exercise and focus only on the expertise.
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Q = ∑
k∈T

mkqk.

Understanding matching of team types, mk, and idea production, qk, allows me to study

of different distributions of expertise in the economy and their contribution to aggregate

innovation. After studying the response of the economy to the Russian influx, I turn to

general principles that provide qualitative insights for economic policy.

To identify USPTO inventors who are Russian, I link ethnicity probabilities to inventors

in the US using a procedure from Kerr (2007). I classify an inventor as a certain ethnicity if

their name delivers a greater than 0.5 probability of the given ethnicity through first and last

name match. In addressing how Russian expertise contributed to US innovation, I compare

the distribution of the Soviet Union across IPC3 patent classes to the US distribution across

IPC3 classes in the 1980s. I perform the same comparison with ethnic Russians in the US

from 1995–2005, whose first patent was produced after 1991. There is no way to match

specific names from the Soviet Union to the US given the common name changes that took

place as Russians moved. To specify the probable immigrants, I use the ethnicity of “new”

patenters of Russian ethnicity to infer whether they are from the Soviet Union.

As Borjas (1987) notes, immigrants to the United States are self-selected. I model

this through a moving cost ψ that each immigrant faces. This cost will induce selection

for immigrants associated with skills that have more value in the US. Since Proposition 2

delivered a rank order of the value of expertise, I leverage this to generate the private value

in the US of being a specific type of inventor. Those with expertise in low value patent

classes may not find it worth it to move given the small change in returns by moving to the

US. Equation (8) returns to this result,

E[Vx] = cons + qk(x)/φ︸ ︷︷ ︸
value alone

+ log

(
Mx

mx
k

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
value from teams

− ψ︸︷︷︸
moving cost

. (8)

Due to the moving cost being unobserved, I explore different implied ψ cutoffs. When
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presenting the impact of Russian migrants, I focus on different implicit moving costs that

would tend to draw high types as in Equation (8). Due to the flat returns to innovation in

post Soviet Russia, it is sensible that those with higher value technologies in the US would

be more likely to migrate. I confirm this by asking how correlated the predicted distribution

of Russians across patent classes is to the realized distribution.

Table 4 compares the two exercises and their correlation. Panel A shows the contribu-

tion of Russians to aggregate innovation predicted by the Soviet Union records with varying

degrees of self-selection. The third column compares the predicted distribution of experts

to the realized distribution. For the predicted change using Soviet data, I show how the

output response changes depending on the degree of self-selection (no self-selection, and

the top 50 and 20 IPC3 classes as cutoffs respectively). Panel B delivers the model-implied

realized contribution of newly arrived Russians in teams. Note this value is closer to the

predicted value with significant self-selection.

Table 4: Contribution to Aggregate Innovation, 1995–2005

Measure ∆ Agg. Innov (%) Corr(Pred. SU, RU in US)

— Panel A. Predicted Impact, Soviet Union shock —

No selection 0.55 0.69

Selection at T50 0.77 0.86

Selection at T20 1.08 0.88

— Panel B. Realized Impact of Soviet Union shock —

Russian inflow 0.81 1

Notes: Calibrated model output using counterfactual skill distribution. In Panel
A, each row represents a simulated distribution of teams adding the shock
from the Soviet talent, with different selection thresholds (e.g. proportional
to selection) from Equation (8). In Panel B, the actual Russian distribution is
simulated. Source: USPTO, FIPS and author calculations.

I stress two main results from Table 4. First, the Russian contribution to aggregate

innovation was 15% greater than their increase in the population in terms of inventors

(0.81 vs. 0.70). Second, this was due to the self-selection of Russian migrants, which is a

key element of migration generally; individuals migrate depending on the available teams
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and impact of producing alone (almost 90% of Russians produced in teams). If the US

distribution were shocked with the same mass of new inventors distributed as in the Soviet

Union, it would understate the Russian contribution significantly (0.55 vs. 0.81). This

result is robust to different skill measures and output measures, as discussed in Section

6 and Appendix C.1. To understand the role of immigration in this setting, researchers

and policymakers must consider the distribution in the Soviet Union, the degree of self-

selection, and the team contribution channel. This paper provides a quantitative framework

for this analysis.

This result contains more general lessons for policymakers who want to leverage im-

migration to increase innovation. First, a general increase in high-skilled immigration will

tend to contribute more than purely predicted through the skill distributions due to self-

selection. Second, for targeted policies, there are simple statistics that can help policymak-

ers understand the skills most in demand. If policymakers want to target specific skills,

they can leverage Proposition 2 and Equation (8). This provides a framework to rank skills

by their predicted impact. This is because the private value of having a given skill in a team

economy is highly correlated with public value.14 Policymakers with incomplete informa-

tion about the structure of the innovation economy can rely on two straightforward pieces

of information from Equation (8): how productive is a specific inventor type (e.g. organic

chemist) alone, and how often are they in teams? The impact of a given expertise will be

increasing in both of these observed outcomes.

6 Discussion and Robustness

The quantitative results developed in Section 4 and Section 5 deliver the baseline results

in this paper on the sources and implications of the rise in teams. The results are based

on the empirical measures discussed in Section 3. To ensure that my results are robust,

this section provides reduced-form evidence on the quantitative mechanism, discusses the

14Appendix C discusses these issues in greater detail.
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measure of communication costs, and explores the robustness of results to different mea-

sures of patent quality and domain expertise. In Appendix D, I vary measures of inputs and

outputs, changing the time window, and changing the geographical distance measure.

6.1 Testing the Quantitative Mechanism

The quantitative analysis indicated that the rising benefits of working in teams relative to

working alone is the most prevalent force driving the change in team size, yet communica-

tion costs also played an important role. The decomposition quantifies each role, but I did

not directly focus on how production changed.

This section focuses on some reduced form empirical results to test the overall quan-

titative mechanism. In Appendix B, I focus on the costs of forming teams and the com-

positional effects in a reduced form way. I start by characterizing the returns to depth and

breadth in the 1980s and the 1990s, to focus on the impact of patents depending on the

skill-set of individuals on the team.

Teams with more depth and breadth produce more impactful patents, and even more

so in the 1990s than in the 1980s. To evaluate the regression with depth and breadth as

the driving force behind production, I take log citations as the y-variable, exploring other

variables in Appendix D.15 As inputs, I take the depth and breadth at the patent-team level

and build deciles of each over time. Equation (9) illustrates the specification:

yp(k,s) = α0 +
10

∑
j=2

αjI{Decile(Dk,s) = j} × 1990s +
10

∑
i=1

ζ jI{Decile(Bk,s) = j} × 1990s + Zp(k,s) + up.

(9)

Equation (9) includes an interaction term for the 1990s. The goal is to outline how log

citations respond to depth and breadth across the two different time periods. If there were a

change to the idea production function over time, then one would expect higher coefficients

on depth and breadth in the 1990s relative to the 1980s.

15To be consistent with the literature and account for zeroes, I take the inverse hyperbolic sine transform.
However, this result looks similar with dropping zeroes.
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Figure 4: Citations and Depth/Breadth, 1980s versus 1990s
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Notes: This figure plots the coefficients from Equation (9) split by time period. Skills are accumulated
from all time periods for analysis, but the regressions only include lifetime citations from 1980–2000.
Source: USPTO and author calculations.

As indicated in Figure 4, higher-decile depth and breadth are linked to higher-quality

patents in the later period. These results illustrate that the returns to skill are changing over

time, as patents exhibit a stronger response to team depth and breadth. This is true even

when controlling for team size, technology, and year effects. It also holds when building

quintiles by period. These results, with the relatively higher impact of more breadth and

depth, are consistent with the findings in Section 4. One concern is that the communication

costs could shift not just the propensity to find teams but also the quality of output. I find

that this regression looks similar for both individuals in the same location and individuals

working at a distance.

This section characterizes the gross output measures for various collections of expertise

of teams, qk. I show in Appendix B that locational distance has negligible effects on patent

quality, so the main focus on the benefits of teams is through expertise, though I leave a

discussion to endogenous location sorting for later research.

Communication Costs. In the main quantitative section of this paper, I treat the unex-

plained aspect of the rise of teams as a residual due to falling communication costs. It is

possible this overstates the role of communication costs, as it assigns all team formation
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not due to the observed composition and returns to communication costs. In Appendix D,

I discuss a model where I focus on the locational distribution of inventors and find that

increased communication at a distance can explain 25% of the rise in team size from the

1980s to the 1990s. This does not focus on communication costs that make communicating

within the same geographical region (e.g., less than 100 miles distance) easier.

As a result, it is safe to say that falling communication costs should at least contribute

25% to the rise of team size from 1980s to 1990s, and at most contributes to 41% of the rise.

Thus, communication costs are a significant force behind the rise of teams, and suggest a

benign interpretation of this rise. However, the changing nature of ideas appears to be

stronger in driving the rise of teams.

7 Conclusion

Complex tasks in the economy increasingly require more varied skills and larger teams;

this is particularly salient in the case of innovation. This paper addresses the forces that

underlie the increasing importance of teams in innovation as well as their macroeconomic

and policy implications by building a quantitative framework of matching and innovation

in teams.

I build a team idea production and matching framework. With this framework and

USPTO patent data, I quantify the role that three major forces play in driving these patterns:

benefits (the idea production function), costs (communication costs), and supply (inventor

expertise composition). I find that all three forces are relevant for both the technological

composition of the economy and the prevailing team size; changes in the idea production

function, as understood through the returns to teams, explain most of the change in team

size.

Given the rising importance of fostering complementary skills, the results have relevant

policy implications. The model provides immediate insights on both taxation and immi-

gration policy. For taxation, the interaction of taxes with sorting into teams has first-order
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effects on aggregate innovation. For immigration, the model provides a good basis for

policymakers interested in skills-based innovation policy and a method for modeling how

self-selection of immigrants interacts with overall innovation.

This framework suggests further avenues to explore. For instance, while this model de-

livers a distribution of expected values across expertise, the cost of training each of domain

of expertise is important to know for questions of skill investment and education policy.

Understanding the interaction of the cost of training skills and the innovative output is a

fruitful area for research. Lastly, this paper provides a promising framework to understand

the incentives of firms to collect teams and the interaction of firm dynamics with team dy-

namics. Thus, this paper can serve as a first step to quantify the rise of teams in innovation

and provide a framework for a broad range of investigations into how teams interact with

economic growth.
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Online Appendix
The Appendix is in four sections. Appendix A discusses the data background and general

points about large firms and brand acquisitions. Appendix B discusses the empirical anal-

ysis connections to the literature and robustness. Appendix C discusses the counterfactuals

in greater detail. Appendix D discusses the robustness of the empirical and quantitative

results.16

A Theoretical Appendix

This theoretical appendix contains proofs of Proposition 1 and Proposition 2.

A.1 Proposition Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. I ensure there exists an equilibrium that satisfies the 5 conditions set out in the

equilibrium definition in Section 2. For notational purposes, I treat distinct types of skills

x and discard location for notational purposes.

The mass of type x that is assigned to team k follows from the mass Mx multiplied by

the probability a type x goes to team k. Following McFadden (1974), I show how I derive

this probability given the set of sharing rules.

Pr{k∗x(i) = k} = Pr(wx
k + εx

k (i) > wx
k̃ + εx

k̃ (i) ∀ k̃ 6= k)

I take individuals’ shocks across all teams k as F(ε) = exp(exp(−ε/φ)). Then, with

utility from team k as follows:

πx
k (i) = wx

k + εx
k (i)

16For notes discussing additional details and facts, please see https://www.jeremygpearce.com/
IPTS_teams.
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The probability individual i ∈ x chooses team k is:

P{εx
k̃ (i) < wx

k − wx
k̃ + εx

k (i) ∀ k̃ 6= k}

=
∫ ∞

−∞
∏
k 6=k

F(wn
k − wn

k̃ + εn
k ) f (εn

k )dεn
k

Plug in the distribution of the shocks

=
∫ ∞

−∞
∏̃
k 6=k

exp{− exp[−(wx
k − wx

k̃ + εx
k )]} exp[−εx

k − exp(εx
k )]dεx

k

I perform a change of variable to generate ψ = exp(−εx
k ) and zk̃ = exp[−(wx

k −wx
k̃
)].

then:

P(k∗ = k) =
∫ ∞

0
exp

ψ

1 + ∑̃
k 6=k

zk̃

 dψ =
1

1 + ∑k̃ 6=k zk̃
=

exp(wn
k /φ)

∑k̃∈Tn
exp(wn

k̃
/φ)

Optimization leads us to the assignment to team k as follows:

mx
k = Mx ·

exp Mx(wx
k /φ)

∑k̃∈Tx
exp(wx

k̃
/φ)

(10)

I use the knowledge of the value of working alone (qk(x)):

mk = Mx
exp(qk(x)/φ)

∑k̃∈Tx
exp(wx

k̃
/φ)

as well as the market clearing condition in teams,

mx
k = mk

To simplify Equation (10) as follows:
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log mk − log
mk

Nx
k
=

wx
k − qk(x)

φ

Finally, I use Equation (E2) (∑k wx′
k = qk − ck) to sum up this equation across each

agent in the team, to get:

log mk −
1
T ∑

x∈k
log

mk

Nx
k
=

qk −∑x∈k qk(x)− ck

φTk

Satisfying (E1)-(E5) delivers an allocation and set of sharing rules that confirms the

proposition.

Proof of Proposition 2

Proof. Conditional on an agent i ∈ x choosing a team k, the expected utility of this agent
is:

E

[
πx

k |k = arg max
k′∈Tx

πx
k′

]
= wx

k +E

[
εx

k (i)
∣∣∣∣wx

k + εx
k (i) > wx

k̃ + εx
k̃ (i) ∀ k̃ 6= k

]
= wx

k +P

[
πx

k

∣∣∣∣k = arg max
k′∈Tx

πx
k′

]−1

×

∫ ∞

−∞
εx

k (i) exp

−εx
k (i)− e−εx

k (i)

1 + ∑
k̃ 6=k

ηk̃

 dεx
k (i)

Where I define ηk̃ ≡ exp
[
−
(

εx
k (i)− εx

k̃
(i)
)]

The result above is standard and comes

from the assumption on the distribution of the shocks across teams. I now use a standard

result from math, which shows that
∫ ∞
−∞ x exp(x− ηex)dx = −(c + log η)/η with c as

Euler’s constant. This delivers the following equation:

E

[
πx

k |k = arg max
k′∈Tx

πx
k′

]
= c + log

 ∑
k̃∈Tx

exp(wx
k̃ /φ)

 (11)

Note this equation is independent of the specific team k, and only depends on the dis-
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tribution of potential teams for the given inventor. I unite this equation with the equation

that governs the demand equation for type x as a sole inventor:

mx
k = Mx

exp(qk(x)/φ)

∑k̃∈Tx
exp(wx

k̃
/φ)

E

[
πx

k |k = arg max
k′∈Tx

πx
k′

]
= c + log

(
Mx

mx
k

exp(qk(x)/φ)

)
= c + log

Mx

mx
k
+ qk(x)/φ

(12)

This delivers our result:

E[Vx] ∝ cons + qk(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
output alone

+ φ log

(
Mx

mx
k

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

concentration in teams

(13)

B Empirical Appendix

This section complements the main text by including more general indicating of rising

diversity across teams. This result is consistent with the rising diversity of expertise in

teams.

B.1 Rising Diversity

In the introduction, I discussed the rise in team diversity in terms of differentiated exper-

tise. Here, I document three facts that are indicative of this rising diversity. While some

background characteristics (e.g., gender and ethnicity) are not relevant for economic out-

put, scholars have noted the link between background diversity and cognitive diversity and

found that more diverse teams ethnically produce higher impact patents (see Freeman and

Huang, 2015).
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I show three graphs that depict the rise in diversity in teams. First, note the rising trend

of inventors collaborating together who started in different fields. Figure B.1 illustrates the

proportion of patents that have at least two inventors whose initial patent was different from

the other inventor. Further, it suggests these are the higher impact patents especially that

are being assigned to the diverse teams:

Figure B.1: Prop. patents with ≥ 2 unique technological backgrounds
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Next, I turn to ethnic diversity. Figure B.2 takes the same ethnic measures as Kerr

(2007) and asks how many patents have two distinct ethnicities, and shows that this has

been rising steadily over time, more than doubling as a proportion of total patents from

1985–2005.

Lastly, I note that teams of males and females working together is on the rise, with

names probabilistically matched to genders in Figure B.3. I note the rise in teams with two

different gender, which almost doubles from 1985–2005.

B.2 Classification Example: IPC3

This paper uses both USPTO and IPC classifications. Both are standard in the patent litera-

ture. In order to match the data to records from the Soviet Union, I exploit IPC classification

for the quantitative exercise, both at the 2-digit and 3-digit IPC level. Figure B.4 details

examples of different layers of classification from IPC1 to IPC3.
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Figure B.2: Prop. 2-person team patents with ≥ 2 unique ethnic backgrounds
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Figure B.3: Proportion of teams with male+female
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B.3 Unique Inventors and Unique Patents

For one robustness, I focus on individuals who work on sole-authored patents to ensure the

domain of expertise in well-identified (see Appendix D). Table B.1 addresses the count of

individuals over time who have had at least one sole-authored patent and their average team

size in the two main periods analyzed in the paper.
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Figure B.4: Technology classifications (IPC)

IPC3	Patent	Classes

Physics IPC1	Level	(8)

Instruments

Chemistry/Metallurgy

IPC2	Level	(26)

IPC3	Level	(122)

MetallurgyChemistryNucleonics

Inorganic	
chemistry

Organic	
Chemistry

Computing
/Counting

Optics

Table B.1: Counts

Time period Patent Count Author Count Avg. Team Size

1980-1990 611103 269286 1.537

1991-2000 968874 361882 1.802

Growth 58.5% 34.3% 17.2%

Notes: Patent counts and individuals and team size by decade. Source: USPTO
and author calculations

C Policy and Immigration Application

This section addresses more details of the expertise distribution of newly arrived Russians

and the robustness of the general results. Appendix C.1 discusses the application from

the fall of the Soviet Union and specific technologies and the robustness of the results to

changes in the categorization of team types and output measures. Appendix C.2 discusses
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the more general immigration policy results, the role of self-selection in migration ampli-

fying innovation, and the general results on the economic value of specific types. Appendix

C.3 discusses R&D and education policy applications. Appendix C.4 discusses the compu-

tational exercise of shocking the system.

C.1 Soviet Union Shock

In the main text, I use IPC2 classifications for talent supply shocks. In exploring the ro-

bustness, I use a more granular definition of skills by mapping individual expertise to IPC3

classes with sufficient observations (122 unique categories). I take the individual’s top cat-

egory when working alone, then on teams of 2, and so on. Inventors with only one patent

observation are not classified according to a type.

Figure C.5 plots the concentration of the Soviet Union and the United States across

patent classes according to the IPC3 patent classifications. This figure illustrates the het-

erogeneous exposure across classes that enable use of the fall as a shock to the supply of

talent.

Figure C.5: Concentration of US and Soviet Union across IPC3, 1980-1990
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Figure C.6 illustrates that the concentration of Russians across types in the IPC3 cate-

gories has some resemblance of matching the pre period. However, there is selection in the

migration pattern, as discussed in Section 5.
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Figure C.6: Concentration of US and Soviet Union across IPC3, 1991-2000
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Self-selection amplifies the Russian overall contribution to output. This can be observed

in the main text when I use IPC2 types and teams up to size three. Here, we use teams up

to size two and types by IPC3 and find similar results.

Table C.2: Contribution to Aggregate Innovation, 1995–2005

Measure ∆ Agg. Innov (%) Corr(Pred. SU, RU in US)

— Panel A. Predicted Impact, SU shock —

No selection 0.56 0.51

Selection at T50 0.79 0.62

Selection at T20 1.07 0.66

— Panel B. Impact of SU shock —

Russian inflow 0.93 1

Notes: Calibrated model output using counterfactual skill distribution. In
Panel A, each row represents a simulated distribution of teams adding the
shock from the Soviet talent, with different selection thresholds (e.g. pro-
portional to selection) from Equation (8). In Panel B, the actual Russian
distribution is simulated.

Table 4 affirms the two main results from the inflow of Russians. First, the Russian

contribution to aggregate innovation was more than their increase in the population in terms

of inventors (0.93 vs. 0.8). Second, this was due to the self-selection of migrants.
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Table C.3 follows from Table C.2 which uses citations, but restricts attention to patents

that have an associated stock market value (Kogan et al., 2017). Note again that there is a

fairly close match to the predicted and realized in-sample exercise, where the selection on

the types arriving to the US shapes the overall contribution. This confirms in yet another

measure the value of self-selected migration and its amplification.

Table C.3: Stock market value of migrating Russian output, 1995–2005

Measure ∆ Agg. Innov ($)

— Panel A. Innovation in US —

sole-authored innovation 10.8B

model predicted (incl. teams) 33.4B

— Panel B. Predicted innovation from SU-US Match —

predicted, from SU data, no selection 26.2B

predicted, from SU data, selection at T50 32.5B

Notes: Market value of patents (in sample) from 1995–2005 is 3.92T

The idea production function and communication costs push in opposite directions to

impact change in aggregate innovation that results from immigrant inflows. First, an ad-

dition of a worker to a country is of higher value because of their ability to contribute to

teams. This would suggest immigration policy is becoming more important and it is crucial

to link immigrants into the global market. Second, because international collaboration is

increasing, it is less important to bring immigrants directly into the home country. Thus, it

is a quantitative question of what is the dominant force to consider when designing immi-

gration policy. We find in the quantitative section the idea production function is the most

important component driving the increase in teams. This motivates immigration policy

remaining an essential component of aggregate innovation.
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C.2 General Immigration Counterfactuals

To understand both the value of specific types and the correlation between self-selection

and aggregate innovation, I perform a quantitative exercise aimed at understanding the

impact of each type on innovation. I increase the supply of a specific inventor type in the

economy by a small amount and evaluate how this changes overall innovative output.

In these counterfactuals, I take the estimated production function from the 1990s for

each qk, and the supply of each type x, Mx.17 I use IPC2 classifications to characterize the

expertise of each individual. I use these classifications to match the distribution of types,

Mx, and teams, mk, and team production, qk, using US data from 1991-2000. The exercise

then increases each type Mx by 0.01 with the total population normalized to 1.

Returning to Equation (8), I compare the rank of total output generated by 1% increase

in the inventor population of a specific expertise across 26 IPC3 categories to the rank from

Proposition 2. Figure C.7 plots the ranks from ex ante value and ex post contribution for

the 1990s time period, with the bubble size indicating the mass of each type. Notice the

strong relationship between the value from Proposition 2 and the general equilibrium result

of shocking the economy:

For each type, two forces – the value produced alone qk(x) and the frequency that this

type joins a team – are close to sufficient to characterize the outcome of increasing this

specific expertise in the economy through immigration. The team element plays a key

role in this value, and indicates why we see more migration from experts in Biochemistry,

Organic Chemistry, and Medical Science.

I stress two takeaways from this result. First, the self-selection of immigrants has a

tendency to amplify the effect of migration on innovation, as immigrants with a better fit of

expertise for the society will be more likely to migrate, as was seen in the case of the Soviet

Union. Second, for a policymaker whose goal is increasing aggregate innovation, there is

only a limited set of information required to understand which types of expertise will make

the largest contribution: the productivity of types when they work alone (qk(x)), their

17For the case of immigration inflows, I abstract away from regional communication costs within the US.
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Figure C.7: Relationship between PE values and GE result
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Notes: This figure compares ranks of IPC3 types in partial equilibrium (own marginal value) and general
equilibrium (own effect on aggregate). Size of dots indicate share of individuals with given expertise.

concentration in teams, and the noise parameter, φ. Even though the general equilibrium

forces don’t make this a perfect predictor of overall contribution, its ability to approximate

the outcome can be informative for immigration policies based on skill.

Policymakers without knowledge of the noise parameter φ can rely on two straight-

forward pieces of information: how productive is a specific inventor type (e.g. organic

chemist) alone, and how often are they in teams? Table C.4 illustrates the top expertise in

the 1990s with the estimated production function.

C.3 Discussion: R&D Subsidies and Education Policy

The team production channel induces a lot of potentially heterogeneous impact of R&D and

education policy depending on its structure. The effect of R&D subsidies in this framework

depend on how they target the idea market. For instance, if subsidies are directed to labs

(teams), this will naturally change team composition through inducing more collaboration.

Agents might be more willing to overcome communication costs in order to join teams. If
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Table C.4: Ranking Types across IPC3

(1) (2) (3)

Rank (IPC3) 1990s E[Vx] rank 1990s, alone 1990s, in teams

1 Checking-Devices Checking-Devices Biochemistry

2 Medical Science Medical Science Organic Chemistry

3 Computing/Counting Computing/Counting Organic Macromolecular Compounds

4 Elec. Comm. Technique Elec. Comm. Technique Fatty Acids

5 Biochemistry Signaling Petroleum and Technical Gases

Notes: Comparing ranks of top 5 IPC3 skills and indicating the relative value alone and in teams:
Source: USPTO and author calculations.

a team’s communication costs are borne privately while team innovative output is a public

good, this could increase overall innovation. If R&D subsidies are directed towards all

innovation, it will exacerbate the differences across productive and unproductive teams.

R&D subsidies would not directly hit communication costs. A subsidy on communica-

tion technology would induce more regional dispersion of teams. This is part of a natural

progression, but a subsidy would induce more of this behavior. However, the R&D subsidy

will hit differentially across the quality of teams qk, whereas communication technology

subsidies exclusively hit the high communication cost teams.

A policy of R&D subsidies seems more sensible when immigration policy becomes less

feasible. Immigration policy does not require taxation that pulls resources away from other

projects. Given that most patents that come from inventors across international borders

are organized within firms, the presence of multinational firms would seem to be a useful

mechanism for generating this subsidy to communication technology.

I also address the role of education policy in a qualitative manner. Through the lens of

the model, education policy follows similar principles to immigration policy. If the cost

of training is equal across domains of expertise, then education should be tilted towards

classes that have the largest aggregate effects through both their own production channel
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and the team production channel. Further, fostering diverse expertise will be important for

the economy given the rise of diverse expertise in teams.

However, it may be true that the high-value expertises are more costly to train. For

instance, organic chemists are extremely valuable because they make contributions across

classes. However, it is costly to train organic chemists. This paper has not built a framework

to evaluate the mechanisms governing this tradeoff. Because the social value and private

value of innovation can be misaligned, this seems like an exciting path for future research.18

A key result for education policy is that specific curricula should interact with the team

structure of the economy. This is first-order for evaluating how different majors and fields

contribute to aggregate innovation. Policy should be tilted towards building expertise that

has large aggregate effects, and the policy must recognize the contribution that expertise

makes to their productivity alone and to productivity in teams. This paper provides a bench-

mark for evaluating this issue from a general equilibrium framework.

C.4 Discussion on Policy Counterfactuals

In order to solve for a counterfactual scenario of an increase of the supply of type x given

the existing distribution of skills, I need to solve a high dimensional nonlinear system of

equations. However, this process can be simplified by an understanding of the Walrasian

equilibrium and methods of tatonnement. The key element is to realize the excess demand

function for each type is linked through the team formation equation as follows.

mk = exp

(
1
Tk

∑
x∈k

log
mx

k

m
+ Vk

)
Vk represents the net value of the team as estimated in the previous section and is

known. It has been identified in the previous equilibrium. mk and mx are not observed in

the counterfactual world. Given the identification of the model, there is a set of k equations

for each team, and the market clearing for each type:

18Jones and Williams (1998) discuss this misalignment and find that there is significant underinvestment
in R&D.
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∑
k∈K(x)

mx
k = Mx

The overall process gets unwieldy. The following definition characterizes a vector of

the mass of types alone:

−→m0 = (m10, ..., mk)

And the excess demand equation for each type:

Dε
x(
−→m0) = ∑ mx

k (
−→m0)−Mx

Each excess demand function can be written out as a function of each type working

alone, as each team equation is a function of the types working alone. The key condition is

the following condition. 

Dε
1(
−→m0) = 0

...

Dε
x(
−→m0) = 0

...

Dε
X(
−→m0) = 0


The key result for counterfactuals is to find the tattonment equilibrium that satisfies

these conditions. This enables the second quantitative exercise that explores changes in

the supply of types. Instead of a high dimensional unwieldy equation, there are simply the

same number of equations as the number of types.
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D Robustness

First, I ask how the outcome changes with a different measure of patent quality—the pri-

vate value of patents from the stock market and the level of citations. Second, I ask how

measuring individual skills only including sole-authored patents (so as to not introduce

any possible skill mismeasurement due to team complementarities) affects the outcome

measure. Third, I focus on measuring the average distance across types by distance (e.g.

average log miles across types) as a measure of the communication cost. Fourth, I extend

the time period to see if we can garner more general lessons into the 21st century. Lastly, I

focus on potential concerns around endogeneity of the skill measure, and the cases in which

it would be concerning, and show that the sources of endogeneity do not lead to concerns.

Overall, the main messages from the previous sections are robust to these different

measures, though the quantitative results are slightly different. The changing nature of the

benefits of teams is the largest driver behind the rise of teams; taxes have significant effects

on production simply through the sorting channel; Russian immigrants produce greater

innovation than expected due to self-selection and team formation. Table D.6 summarizes

the main differences depending on changes in each measure.

Measure of Patent Quality. The patent quality measure (e.g., log average citations) may

not measure quality relevant to agents on the patent. I address this concern in two ways.

First, I take the stock market value of a patent, applying a measure from Kogan et al.

(2017) . This measure is invariant to time period, so one does not need to worry about

renormalization. Further, since this captures the private value of patents, it should affect

the sorting behavior of teams. Second, I look at the level of citations, re-normalized each

period. This can be seen in rows (ii) and (iii) in Table D.6 respectively. I find similar

results in both cases when it comes to the forces behind the rise of teams, and implications

in tax and immigration policy.
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Measure of Expertise. To measure individual expertise, I take the most prominent class

of an individual, adjusting by team size for characterizing skill in class s,

xs = ∑
p∈s

qp

Tp
,

where qp is patent impact and Tp is the size of the team on the patent. For the skill in each

class by type, I take the average skill vector within each type. Yet, there may be concerns

about extracting an incorrect skill through the team collaboration. I turn to sole-authored

patents to ensure similar results when I have a correct definition of expertise. The results

are qualitatively similar, as we see in Table D.6.

Endogenous Team Formation. The framework in this paper incorporates endogenous

selection into teams. One concern may be related to the fact that individuals select into

teams based on margins that are unidentified in the data (e.g., certain types within types).

I address this on two margins. First, I look across the vertical dimension of skill, to see

whether more skilled people working alone are more or less likely to produce higher quality

innovations in teams. I find that, across these measures of expertise, there is no significant

difference in the propensity to join teams, and it does not change across time periods.

Second, I ask whether individuals working on teams of various vertical skills show hetero-

geneous returns to teams. Similarly, the effects do not appear to be significant. I address

this in Equation (14):

yp(k,s) = α0 +
3

∑
j=2

αjI{Terc(S) = j}× I{team}+
3

∑
j=2

αjI{Terc(S) = j}× I{90s}+Zp(k,s)+up,

(14)

yp(k,s) is the outcome of interest, I{team} is an indicator of whether the patent is a

team patent or the quality of the patent. When the team indicator is the outcome of interest,

I drop it from the right-hand side. Skill S is the total patent impact of the individual, net

the focal patent. Zp(k,s) represents patent-level controls for technology, type, and year. The
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coefficients from Equation (14) can be found in Table D.5. I focus in particular on the

interaction between the skill bins and the marginal effect on patent quality. In particular,

the marginal returns to teams appear to be unrelated to the vertical dimension of skill.

Table D.5: Effect of Skill Type on Propensity to Join Team and Patent Quality

(1) (2)

Join Team Log Citations

Skill Type 2 0.009 0.182***

(0.005) (0.018)

Skill Type 3 0.008 0.326***

(0.009) (0.034)

Skill Type 2 × 1990s 0.005 0.040***

(0.004) (0.01)

Skill Type 3 × 1990s 0.011 0.118**

(0.006) (0.039)

Skill Type 2 × team . -0.039**

() (0.012)

Skill Type 3 × team . -0.072**

() (0.025)

Observations 3338119 3338119

R2 0.051 0.121

Technology/Year Controls Y Y

Notes: Column (1) treats the team as a y variables in Equation (14). Column
(2) looks at citation output and interacts the skill tercile with team. Robust
standard errors in parentheses.
*, **,***: Significant at 5%, 1% and 0.1% level respectively.

Table D.5 shows that the propensity to join teams conditional on skill level is not sig-

nificantly different for different terciles of vertical skill, when technology is controlled for.

However, the returns to skill of joining teams are marginally lower for the top 2 terciles of

skill (about 3–7% lower for the top two terciles of skill). However, since the propensity
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does not differ, the interaction point of these forces does not appear to be an important

ingredient in the changes in team size.

Quantitative Robustness. Table D.6 compares the benchmark calibration outcomes to

their outcomes when a new measure is introduced. The table takes the (i) benchmark cali-

bration and then performs the same analysis with (ii) the stock market value as a measure

of quality; (iii) citation level (instead of log) as measure of quality; (iv); including only

sole-authored production to measure skill, and (v) using average distance across types to

proxy for geographical communication costs, and (vi) using unique region counts on a

patent to proxy for ease of communication costs.

With each of these adjustments, I re-evaluate the main three results of the paper and

find they are robust to the alternate definitions. First, I evaluate the joint contribution of

benefits, costs, and inventor composition (supply) to the shifting size of teams in the last

two decades of the 20th century. Second, I evaluate the innovation impact of taxation and

compare the innovation cost of a 10% tax on net output to the benchmark. The fifth column

studies the relative impact of Russians compared to their predicted impact, and I find that

in all specifications the realized impact is larger than the predicted impact not taking into

account self-selection and team production.

There are a few takeaways from Table D.6. First, the changes in idea production seem

to be the strongest force in shifts to team production, but in some cases communication

costs appear more significant than others, yet never more significant than changing idea

production.19 Second, self-selection in immigration and taxation both have a significant

impact on aggregate innovation. This indicates the sorting pattern has important policy

implications that can’t be ignored from an innovation perspective. Lastly, when I change

the definition of geographical distance, it does not affect the tax or immigration policy,

since these policies were analyzed with the location information removed.

19To point out a caveat when distance is used to measure communication costs. For the decomposition,
there is still residual unexplained variation from specific teams that occur more or less frequently than the
quantitative model predicts. As a result, the percentages in the three rows do not necessarily add up to 100%.
Indeed, some rows on their own might predict a larger than 100% effect.
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Table D.6: Robustness — Decomposition and Policy Counterfactuals

Benefits Costs Supply 10% tax cost RU impact

(i) Benchmark Calibration 68% 41% -9% 7% 1.56

(ii) Stock Market Value as Quality 102% 3% -5% 7% 1.27

(iii) Citation Level as Quality 44% 53% 3% 2% 1.13

(iv) Sole-Author as Expertise 73% 20% 7% 15% 1.04

(v) Average geographical distance 47% 36% -2% Same Same

(vi) Unique regions 68% 25% -9% Same Same

Notes: This table reruns the main analysis in the paper varying the definition of skill and output. Source:
USPTO, FIPS and author calculations.

D.1 Expansion into New Team Type

I summarize the share of each team in Table D.7. Here, I show how more expertise is

present on new patents (0.48 in the 1980s to 0.58 in the 1990s). Additionally, there are

more people with the same expertise. This illustrates how expanding teams expands both

the breadth and depth of team expertise.

Table D.7: Expansion of expertise

Outcome 1980s 1990s

Share of patents w/ more than one expertise 0.48 0.58

Share of patents of 2 or more w/ same expertise 0.17 0.25

Notes: Counts expertise as experience in patent technology class. Source:
USPTO and author calculations.
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D.2 Communication Costs and Regional Dispersion

I estimated 41% as the upper bound for the marginal effect of communication costs on the

change in team size. To ensure that the residual from patent quality is picking up changes

in communication costs, I evaluate the correlation of the rise of team types not determined

by changes in quality with the initial communication costs between those team types. For

the focal measure of communication costs, I evaluate the spatial distance between types. I

plot the residual increase in team type against the log of the mean distance in miles across

the types. The intuition is the following: if the frequency of a spatially distant match is

increasing without a corresponding increase in the patent quality of the match, it is likely

this increased match is explained by some reductions in communication costs. Figure D.8

shows this relationship.

Figure D.8: Change in Team Count and Avg. Unique Locations in Pre-period
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While the correlation is significant, there is still residual variation unexplained by the

distance, which results from certain teams forming without a corresponding increase in

output. I leave the specific discussions of team types that rise without changes in the return

to teams or spatial communication costs to further research.
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